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Reviewer's report:

Thank you for your extensive changes after the reviewers comments. The following are minor revisions to improve English.

75: increase their need for

84: All this shows that there must be more investment ...

93: replace affects with occurs

97: retarded

104/105: Keep some of the deleted part of this sentence as missing information at the moment

110/111: In Ethiopia, the sociocultural and environmental backgrounds directly ....

122: adolescents

327: which will

324-325: The possible reasons for this may be that urban dwellers have better access to safe water ....

344-348: One of the major strengths of the study was the random....

A limitation was the use of a cross-sectional ....

a hypothesis regarding the role of independent

351: not a public
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
Unable to assess

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
I am able to assess the statistics

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
Needs some language corrections before being published
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